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First name…………………………….Last name……………….………….……Group………………. 

TCE.II Catch-Up Exam (Duration : 60 minutes) 

Solution et mode de correction 

1.5 Point pour chaque bonne réponse. 

Attention ! Si la réponse n’est pas complète : c’est 0 point(il faut encercler toutes les bonnes réponses) 

 

 

Exercise-1(7.5 points): 

  

Please circle the number(s) corresponding to the correct answer(s) (there may be more than one right 

answer!).For each question, you must find all the correct answers.  

A-The correct synonyms of Titanic are: 

1. Boundless        2-Infinitesimal        3-Colossal           4- Slim     5-Huge 

B- 2D shapes with 4 sides are:: 

1- Rectangles        2- Paralelograms          3- Squares      4- Kites         5-Circles 

C-Some features of Mammals are: 

1- Presence of hair       2-Have an endoskeleton 

3-Presence of fur          4- Give birth to live babies 

D-We do not use a preposition of time with these words: 

1. This evening       2-Next month       3-Last week         4-Tomorrow          5-October 

 

E-Some Fish features are:  

1- Warm-blooded          2- Cold-blooded       3-Breathing with lungs     4-Breathing with gills    5-Presence 

of scales 

F-Objects can be made of different kinds of materials like:  

1-Plastic           2-Rubber                       3-Steel                 4-Clay             5-Glass 

Exercise -02(6 points): 

1.5 Point pour chaque bonne réponse. 

Attention! Il faut trouver l’ordre complet et remplir toutes les cases du tableau correspondant sinon c’ 

est 0 point. 

 

 



 

Please note that for each sentence, you must fill all the blank cells (spaces) and arrange all the 

given adjectives in the correct order otherwise, your answer will not be evaluated.  

1-Wonderful /French/Green/Wooden. 

I prefer this Wonderful Green French Wooden. chair 

2-Algerian/New/Metallic/Huge. 

It is a Huge New Algerian Metallic house. 

3-American /Old/ Beautiful/ Circular. 

Look at 

this 

Beautiful Circular Old American jewel. 

4-European /Delicious/Small/ Small. 

I prefer to eat 

this 

Delicious Small Small European fruit. 

 

Exercice-03(6.5 points): 
 

What do you know about Birds and Reptiles ? Write a small paragraph. 

 

Example of a small text for Birds : 
 

Birds are a group of warm-blooded vertebrates, characterised by feathers, toothless 

beaked jaws, the laying of hard-shelled eggs, a lightweight skeleton. Birds live 

worldwide and range in size from the 5 cm bee hummingbird to the 2.75 m  ostrich. 

Birds have wings which are more or less developed depending on the species. 

 

Please note that your teacher has asked for a simple text …Same approach for reptiles 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Please read carefully what is asked for…Good luck ! 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vertebrate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feather
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tooth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beak
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oviparity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eggshell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bird_skeleton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bee_hummingbird
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ostrich

